Parq u et wor lds

From the forest to
PARQUE T FLOORING
For many years now, Scheucher, a family-run
company with a long tradition and its headquarters in heavily-forested Styria in Austria,
has been producing elegant parquet flooring
that meets with a superb reception in more than 40 countries throughout the world.

each parquet floor from Scheucher. Take a little
time to travel into our world and find the ideal
parquet floor for you – I’m certain there is one.
If you would also like to view our complete
range online, I recommend you visit our website www.scheucherparkett.at.

Allow yourself to be won over by a complete
range of types of woods, grades and finishes,
and feel the love and perfection embodied in

Ing. Karl Scheucher
Managing Director, Scheucher Holzindustrie

Parquet from Scheucher is Q UA L I T Y

resources in the most sustainable ways and applying the highest
standards of environmental protection. These principles enable
the family-run company with a long tradition to create an
excellent product of highest quality..

The Ü-Sign confirms the general technical approval and is controlled by the external institute EPH Dresden.

Declaration of French VOC regulation. Valid for 3-layer parquet
& BILAflor 2-layer parquet.

Declaration of French VOC regulation.
Valid for BILAflor 28 series.

RealWood is the official seal of the European Parquet Association confirming the parquet is made from real wood and is no
artificial replication.

PEFC-certified wood comes from controlled sources out of sustainably managed forests.

FSC certified wood comes from controlled sources which fulfill
the worldwide consistent principles of FSC.
Main goal is sustainable forestry in the world.

CE-label confirms compliancy with European Standards and is
obligatory when selling this product.

The Scheucher warranty guarantees full functionality of your
hardwood floor for 30 years.
The current terms of warranty apply.

RW01-01

Highest precision in production guarantees the unique quality
of every single parquet from Scheucher. True to the principles
of Scheucher Holzindustrie GmbH, every single stage of the
manufacturing process is geared towards using our natural
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Shown here:
1-strip Old Oak Valletta Natur Natura
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B E AU T Y comes from outside
Notes on oiling and waxing
Natural surface finishing using high-quality oils and waxes preserves the fresh character of the wood and creates a positive impression with a silky, mat surface. Through finishing with breathable material, a healthy climate in the room is guaranteed.

Varnished and sealed
This high-quality, up to 8 layers consisting sealing system ensures
that parquet floors have a natural appearance. With a silky sheen,
it creates an exclusive look that also provides excellent resistance
and increases usage life.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Deep-down protection, soaked into the parquet
Resistant to water and dirt
No static charge
Can be partially repaired

Resistant to water and dirt
Resistant to chemicals
Environmentally friendly and easy to clean
Appearance: matt, silk matt or high gloss available

MATT

SEDA

SEDA str.

TENSEO classico

TENSEO matt

With SEDA, high-quality, natural
oils and waxes ensure that your
parquet will radiate a pleasant,
matt sheen for a long time.

SEDA str. enhances the parquet’s
natural properties still further
and is recommended for striking
surface structures.

TENSEO classico gives your
parquet floor a silk-matt shine,
with a radiance that is pleasing
to the eye.

TENSEO matt impresses with a
subtly-elegant shine, which will
win over even fans of natural
finishes.

See and feel the DIFFERENCE

Selected types of parquet can be obtained from Scheucher
with extraordinary surface structures. This creates a tangible
and visible pattern, with an incomparable feel, making the parquet floor appear three-dimensional.

You will be amazed at the striking impression this creates: feel
it for yourself by visiting a show room and experiencing the
Scheucher parquet with all your senses!

VA L L E T TA

VA L S E G A

Valletta lends parquet flooring a natural character and subtle
roughness, as it is brushed and has a bevel –available for:

Valsega ensures a characterful and striking surface impression.
Here, the parquet surface is band-sawn and brushed – available for:

Ash
Oak
Old Oak
Oak smoked
Oak smoked Medium
Oak steamed

Ash
Oak
Old Oak
Oak smoked
Oak smoked Medium

2-SIDED AND 4-SIDED BEVEL
For all types of wood: With the 4-sided bevel surface structure, the parquet elements are given bevelled edges on all four sides,
which allows the structure of the individual elements in the overall arrangement to stand out pleasantly. With the 2-sided bevel
surface structure, the bevelled edges are only on the two longitudinal sides.
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Bringing out CO LO U R S
Scheucher takes selected types of woods and gently treats them
with high-quality colours, in order to give the starting material the
perfect colour finish in line with the customer’s wishes. Discover
the colour variants listed for each type of wood, which will allow

you to create a refined living area far from the mainstream, and experience the amazing diversity on offer, with a range of hundreds
of colour and wood combinations available.

N AT U R A

PERLA

BIANCA

S I LVA

Natura skilfully gives nature a
helping hand and enhances
the original colour, in order to
achieve a naturally maximised
colour effect.

Perla gives the parquet a silky
sheen that is reminiscent of
the soft shimmer of mother of
pearl – for a stylish understatement.

Bianca emphasises the youthful radiance of light-coloured
floors and preserves this for
many years thanks to special
ingredients.

Silva finishes floors with a
silk-matt shine, which brings
to mind the shimmer of ivory
– refined and subtle.

All types of wood

Ash
Oak
Oak smoked
Oak smoked Medium

Ash
Oak

SAHARA

SIENA

TERRA

Sahara gives the mid-tones
of parquet flooring an even
richer effect and lends them a
profound brilliance of colour.

By enhancing the intensity of
the brown tones, Siena creates
Tuscan charm and embodies
natural tradition.

Terra exudes earthy rootedness and lends dark-coloured
parquet floors an even greater
fundamental naturalness.

Ash
Oak

Oak

Ash
Oak

Ash
Oak
Black Walnut

Giving wood a hint of CO LO U R
One absolute innovation from Scheucher takes the form of two
wonderful colour treatments that open up new worlds of colour
in old oak parquet flooring. The high-quality treatments known as
Natura and Jura are applied in a gentle, environmentally-friendly
manner and, after careful handling, create an incomparable surface experience.

Your Scheucher dealer offers the perfect opportunity for you to
experience this exclusive innovation up close. Only available in
the optional surfaces Valletta and Valsega!

N AT U R A

JURA

Natura perfectly brings out the organic structure of the parquet
flooring and emphasises the medium of wood itself.

Jura gives the wood’s surface a stony look, with light silver
overtones and a strong, dark base.

Old Oak

Old Oak
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D I V E R S I T Y deserves to be unfolded
How to find your favourite parquet flooring
Choose the colour of your parquet flooring by unfolding
this page. Here you will find four colour groups (Young,
Natural, Spirited, Extravagant) available, containing a wide
range of wood types. Then, consider the information re-

garding the surface structures and surface finishes available with Scheucher parquet flooring as well as which variants are available in the relevant types of wood.
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Foto: Gruber + Schlager
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YOUNG

M ap l e eur. Nat ur a

Hard M ap l e Nat ur a

A sh N at ur a

A sh Per la

A sh B ian c a

A sh Sil v a

Oak Per la

O ak Bian c a

O ak Sil v a

Light-coloured parquet flooring will enchant you with
its young, fresh spirit, and brings lively lightness into rooms.
Moreover, this brightness has the optical effect of making
rooms appear larger and enhances spatial awareness.

B amb o o Nat ur

N AT U R A L

Oak N at ur a

Oak S ahar a

A sh S ahar a

Iro ko (K amb ala) Nat ur a

B amb o o Crèm e

Brownish-coloured parquet floors radiate the calming brown
colour of the floor and earth rooms in a pleasant manner. Natural sand, humus or foliage tones have a harmonic effect on the
room’s character and create a secure atmosphere.

O l d O ak Nat ur a

A p p l e Nat ur a

RW01-01

S PI R I T E D

R e d O ak N at ur a

Pear s t . Nat ur a

K ir s ch ami . Nat ur a

B e e ch s t . Nat ur a

Ch er r y eur. s t . Nat ur a

Reddish-coloured parquet floors enliven rooms with the
power of their colour and radiate profound warmth. They are
reminiscent of the red earth of Australia, the play of colours
seen in canyon landscapes during the evening or the fiery
Southern temperament.

Plum Nat ur a

M er b au N at ur a

E X T R AVAG A N T

Oak smoked Med. Natura

B la ck Walnu t N at ur a

O ak sm o ke d Nat ur a

Ac a cia s t . Nat ur a

A sh Ter r a

Oak Ter r a

O ak sm o ke d Per la

Wen g e Nat ur a

Oak Si ena

O ak s t . Co up al

O l d Oak J ur a

Dark parquet flooring ensures tasteful, refined elegance in
all rooms and will win you over with esoteric mysticism. The
dignified appearance with many colour nuances is indicative
of purism and a perfect sense of style.

B la ck Walnu t Sil v a
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M APLE
EUR .

The European light wood of medium hardness lends
rooms a friendly ambience and darkens over time to
soft yellow tones. .

Available in these styles:

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

3-strip

Shown here:
3-strip Maple eur. Natur Natura

BA MB O O
Bamboo creates a unique, exotic impression thanks
to its typical knots and impresses with a very strong
surface resistance.

Available in these styles:

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

1-strip 182

Shown here:
1-strip Bamboo Crème
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HAR D
M APLE

In comparison to its European equivalent, the Canadian maple darkens to beige-pink and is perfectly suited
to generate a light atmosphere in any room.

Available in these styles:

3-strip
1-strip 182
BILAflor® 1500

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500

Shown here:
3-strip Hard Maple Select Natura
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A SH

Ash impresses with its great hardness as well as with a
grain similar to oak. It is an ideal floor choice for rooms
full of character thanks to its striking contrasts in vivid
grades.

Available in these styles:

3-strip
1-strip 140
1-strip 182
BILAflor® 1000
Photo: Gruber + Schlager

BILAflor® 500

Shown here:
1-strip Ash Heartwood Valsega Natura
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Photo: Gruber + Schlager

Shown here:
BILAflor 1000 Ash Natur Natura

A S H co l o ur s
Is available in following colours on request and, as an option, may be combined with the surface structures.

Natura

Perla

Perla str.

Bianca

Silva

Sahara

Terra

Terra str.

A S H sur f a ce s t r u c t ure s
Is available in following surface structures on request and, as an option, may be combined with the colours.

Valletta: brushed with bevel

Valsega: band-sawn and brushed
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OAK

The form stability and the outstanding hardness grade
of the Oak are much sought after. Oak is one of the
most popular parquet flooring options, thanks also to
the variety of treatment options available.

Available in these styles:

3-strip
1-strip 140
1-strip 182
1-strip 222

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

BILAflor® 1500
BILAflor® 1200
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500
BILAflor® 1200 28-1 Stab
BILAflor® 1200 28-2 Stab

Shown here:
1-strip Oak Natur Valletta Perla
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Shown here:
1-strip Oak Country Valsega Bianca

Foto: Gruber + Schlager
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Photo: Gruber + Schlager

Shown here:
1-strip Oak Palermo Natura

O A K co l o ur s
Is available in following colours on request and, as an option, may be combined with the surface structures.

Natura

Perla

Perla str.

Bianca

Silva

Sahara

Siena

Terra

Terra str.

O A K sur f a ce s t r u c t ure s
Is available in following surface structures on request and, as an option, may be combined with the colours.

Valletta: brushed with bevel

Valsega: band-sawn and brushed
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Available in these styles:
LHD 140
LHD 182

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

LHD 222

Shown here:
1-strip Old Oak Country Valletta Natura

O LD OAK

Old Oak is an exclusive variety of oak and comprises an
older wood that is full of character and brings an irresistible, dignified charm to public rooms.
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Photo: Gruber + Schlager

Shown here:
1-strip Old Oak knotty Valletta Jura

O L D O A K co l o ur s
Is available in following colours on request and, as an option, may be combined with the surface structures.

Natura

Jura

O L D O A K sur f a ce s t r u c t ure s
Is available in following surface structures on request and, as an option, may be combined with the colours.

Valletta: brushed with bevel

Valsega: band-sawn and brushed
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APPLE

Available in these styles:

3-strip

Shown here:
3-strip Apple Natura

With its light to dark brown tones, parquet flooring
made from Apple produces a fruity-fresh appearance,
which is further enhanced by its subtle grain.

R ED OAK

A light brown wood with a reddish grain structure,
the Red Oak adds a subtle, red base colour tone to
the traditional oak.

Available in these styles:

3-strip

Foto: Gruber + Schlager

BILAflor® 500

Shown here:
3-strip Red Oak Natur Natura
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Available in these styles:

3-strip
1-strip 182

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

BILAflor® 500

Shown here:
1-strip Iroko (Kambala) Natura

IR O KO

The warm, honey-coloured base tone of Iroko is a
great partner for parquet flooring that is dark yet
bright, and also works very well with other types of
wood..
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PLUM

The subtle grain of Plum ensures gentle accents, without being too overpowering, for a variety of furniture
and colour combinations.

Available in these styles:

3-strip

Shown here:
3-strip Plum Natura

PE AR
S T E A MED

The warm-hearted, red-brown softness of the finegrained Pear creates a relaxed and elegant feel in
rooms.

Available in these styles:

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

3-strip

Shown here:
Pear st. Natur Natura
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CHER RY EUR.
S T E A MED

European cherry wood astounds with a balanced redbrown colouring and enlivens rooms with its natural
impact, which is bursting with vitality.

Available in these styles:

3-strip

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

BILAflor® 500

Shown here:
3-strip Cherry eur. st. Natur Natura

BEECH
S T E A MED

Beechwood is an excellent accompaniment to a
variety of styles of furnishing because of its light base
tone. However, despite its great surface hardness, it
also belongs to the sensitive types of wood.

Available in these styles:

3-strip
1-strip 182

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

BILAflor® 1500
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500

Shown here:
1-strip Beech st. Select Natura
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Available in these styles:

1-strip 182

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

BILAflor® 1500

Shown here:
BILAflor® 1500 Black Cherry Natur Natura

BL ACK
CHER RY

Black Cherry creates a vivid impression in rooms
thanks to its even richer, mid-brown tones as well
as a slightly higher hardness than is available with
European Cherry.
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OAK
SM O K ED

Oak smoked exudes a secret flair in combination with
subtle elegance, which is particularly suited to quiet
and large rooms.

Available in these styles:

3-strip
1-strip 140

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

1-strip 182
1-strip 222
BILAflor® 1500
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500

Shown here:
1-strip Oak smoked. Natur Natura
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Photo: Gruber + Schlager

Shown here:
1-strip oak smoked Natur Natura

O A K S M O K E D. co l o ur s
Is available in following colours on request and, as an option, may be combined with the surface structures.

Natura

Perla

Perla str.

O A K S M O K E D. sur f a ce s t r u c t ure s
Is available in following surface structures on request and, as an option, may be combined with the colours.

Valletta: brushed with bevel

Valsega: band-sawn and brushed
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Available in theses styles:

3-strip
1-strip 182

Foto: Gruber + Schlager

1-strip 140
BILAflor® 1500
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500

Shown here:
BILAflor® 1500 Oak smoked. Medium Rustikal Natura

OAK
SM O K ED
MED IUM

If you like Oak smoked but prefer parquet flooring that
is not too dark and does not have a narrowing effect in
a room, then the Medium variant could be the style for
you.
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Photo: Gruber + Schlager

Shown here:
1-strip Oak smoked Medium Natur Natura

O A K S M O K E D M E D I U M co l o ur s
Is available in following colours on request and, as an option, may be combined with the surface structures.

Natura

Perla

Perla str.

O A K S M O K E D M E D I U M sur f a ce s t r u c t ure s
Is available in following surface structures on request and, as an option, may be combined with the colours.

Valletta: brushed with bevel

Valsega: band-sawn and brushed
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Available in these styles:

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

1-strip 182

Shown here:
1-strip Oak st. VALLET TA Coupal Natura

OAK
S T E A MED

In terms of colour Oak steamed is an excellent alternative to the wood type Acacia,while additionally having
the advantages of the technical wood qualities of Oak.
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Available in these styles:

3-strip
1-strip 140

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

1-strip 182
BILAflor® 1500
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500

Shown here:
1-strip Black Walnut Natur Natura

BL ACK
WALNU T

Black Walnut is a classic. It is a choice that is now right
on trend again, semi-hard and in addition to its midbrown base tones, also has a wide colour spectrum of
yellow, olive or red tones.
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Photo: Gruber + Schlager

Shown here:
3-strip Black Walnut Natur

B L A C K WA L N U T co l o ur s
Available in following colours:

Natura

Silva

Shown here:
1-strip Black Walnut Natura
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MER BAU

Merbau parquet flooring entices the eye to linger,
with balanced red-brown mid-tones and a simple
grain. Moreover, Merbau shines because of its great
hardness and radiates a distinct elegance.

Available in these styles:

3-strip
1-strip 182

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

BILAflor® 1500
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500

Shown here:
1-strip Merbau Natura
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W EN GE

In terms of hardness and elegance, Wenge can hardly
be beaten. The deep dark brown to black colouration
and the simple grain radiate a beautiful sense of style.

Available in these styles:

3-strip

Photo: Gruber + Schlager

1-strip 182

Shown here:
3-strip Wenge Natura

AC ACIA
S T E A MED

As the hardest European wood, Acacia has a warm,
calming effect on every room thanks to its rich
chocolate brown tone and is very hardwearing.

Available in these styles:

3-strip
BILAflor® 1500
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500

Shown here:
BILAflor® 1500 Acacia st. Natura
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The glueless Novoloc® 5G interlocking system means the individual planks are simply locked together, aligning themselves automatically click by click.

Dimensions
1-strip
H × W × L in mm

14 × 140 × 2200

P

14 × 182 × 2200

P

14 × 222 × 2200

P

3-strip

Glue-down Floating
installation installation

P

pieces/
pack

packs/
pallet

underfloor
RT
heating m2K/W

P

P

6
(1,848 m2)

56
(103,488 m2)

P

0,101

P

P

6
(2,402 m2)

40
(96,080 m2)

P

0,101

P

P

6
(2,930 m2)

32
(93,773 m2)

P

0,101

Surface finish: SEDA or TENSEO

App. 3.6 mm wear layer
of selected solid wood

Core layer of quarter-sawn
European softwood with small
gap between elements

Ends & sides with
hydrophobic impregnation

Plywood inserts at both ends (waterresistant) with integrated locking tongue

5G connection
on the front side

2 mm spruce bottom veneer, sanded

RE
RELOC® for NOVOLOC® 5G - the specially designed model
to change the direction of installation. By using RELOC® for
NOVOLOC® 5G you can change direction of installation very
comfortable on fully glued down parquet and this enables easy

installation throughout different rooms without transition gaps
and improves your productivity a lot. Available on special order
for all articles in NOVOLOC® 5G.

The high-quality BILAflor® floors have a bottom layer made from
rift-grained spruce, whilst plywood bands on the front edges ensure a stable connection construction.

Dimensions
H × W× L in mm

Glue-down
installation

pieces/
pack

packs/
pallet

underfloor heating

RT
m2K/W

11 × 120 × 1500

P

12
(2,160 m2)

63
(136,080 m2)

P

0,078

11 × 120 × 1200

P

12
(1,728 m2)

63
(108,860 m2)

P

0,078

11 × 90 × 1000

P

24
(2,160 m2)

42
(90,720 m2)

P

0,078

11 × 70 × 500

P

48
(1,680 m2)

49
(82,320 m2)

P

0,078

13 × 70 × 500

P

40
(1,400 m2)

49
(68,600 m2)

P

0,087

11 × 70 × 500

P

48
(1,680 m2)

49
(82,320 m2)

P

0,078

9,5 × 120 × 1200

P

14
(2,016 m2)

45
(90,720 m2)

P

0,053

Surface finish: SEDA or TENSEO

App. 3.6 mm wear layer of
selected solid wood

Bottom layer of quarter-sawn spruce,
incisions at regular intervals

Plywood insert at both ends
(water resistant)

63

Dimensions

3-strip
14 × 182 × 2200 mm

1-strip
14 × 140 × 2200 mm

1-strip
14 × 182 × 2200 mm

1-strip
14 × 222 × 2200 mm

Bilaflor® 1500
11 × 120 × 1500 mm

Bilaflor® 1200 / Bilaflor® 28 1200 2-strip
11 × 120 × 1200 mm

Bilaflor® 28 1200 1-strip
11 × 120 × 1200 mm

Bilaflor® 1000
11 × 90 × 1000 mm

Bilaflor® 500
11 × 70 × 500 mm

Shown here:
1-strip Old Oak Valletta Natur Natura

The system for the professional of parquet
• Measure stairs simply digitally
• Stencils are superfluous
• Data transfer from job site directly to Scheucher
• Stair steps ready for installation
• Greater added value for the professional of parquet

More information:
Scheucher Holzindustrie GmbH
Zehensdorf 100 | A-8092 Mettersdorf
Tel +43 3477 2330-0
info@scheucherparkett.at | www.scheucherparkett.at

Technical Information
Stairbox is a system, that simply enables the digital measurement
of stairs and staircases as well as -in addition- the direct purchase of parquet elements ready for assembly from Scheucher (data

transfer ex site) . This is how the service spectrum of every floorer
experiences a great expansion and customers get their floor and
stairs from professional hands.

STAIRS

FASCIA BOARDS

STAIR NOSINGS

Step treads of any kind in the same
look like your parquet flooring will
become comfortably possible with
Stairbox in next to no time, no matter
which basic form or consistence.

Also fascia boards, which equal the
installed parquet flooring and blend
harmoniously into the overall scene,
don’t pose a problem anymore.

The same applies to stair noisings:
Just rely on the expertise of Stairbox
and allow yourself to be won over by
perfect results.

All types of wood

All types of wood
Fine plaster white
MDF white opaque lacquered

All types of wood
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Wood f looring
Exquisite looks and a healthy environment
Hardwood floors have been tried and tested for centuries, their
optical and environmental advantages having made them the
first flooring choice for many homeowners. The combination of
unique style, warm radiance and lasting beauty is another convincing argument for choosing a hardwood floor.

Natural and healthy living environment with parquet
To keep your exclusive hardwood floor at its best please read the
following advice before installing it:
• One of the natural characteristics of wood is that it is hygroscopic, meaning that wood adapts to the moisture content of
its environment. This process is commonly known as the swelling and shrinkage of the wood. If the air humidity exceeds
 % (in the summer months) or falls below  % (during the
heating season) the boards may undergo noticeable changes
in dimension (gaps in the heating season and cupping in summer).

• The parquet is supplied with a moisture content of 7 % ± 2 %.
These figures of 7 % ± 2 % are meant for air humidity from 40
to 60 % and a room temperature kept at a constant 18–24 °C.
This room climate not only protects your wood floor but also
enhances your comfort and health. We recommend using an
air humidifier during the heating season and an air dehumidifier or short airing at high air humidity to maintain this optimum climate.
• Wood is a natural product and may show differences in colour and structure – for these reasons we will not accept complaints. Before installation you must ensure that the parquet
planks have no defects. We will not accept any claims for installed floors.

Care & maintenance
A specially developed range of cleaning and care products enhances the natural hues of my wooden floor. These nurturing products
protect and preserve the beautiful sheen and individual character of the wood. Gentle treatment essences ensure the surface remains
smooth yet hard-wearing. Please pay attention to our care instructions to keep your parquet flooring in optimal condition.
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Scheucher Holzindustrie GmbH
Factory & main office
Zehensdorf 100 І A-8092 Mettersdorf
Phone: +43/3477/23 30-0 І Fax: +43/3477/23 30-16

i n f o @ s c h e u c h e r p a r ke t t . at І w w w. s c h e u c h e r p a r ke t t . at

Foto: Gruber + Schlager

Showroom & stock
Zetschegasse 9 І A-1230 Wien
Phone: +43/1/66 70 180-10 І Fax: +43/1/66 70 180-49

